Roice-Hurst Humane Society

PO Box 4040
Grand Junction, CO 81502

THANK YOU FOR CHANGING LIVES

Stevie

Adopted September 2021

A MESSAGE
FROM OUR CEO

b y

At Roice-Hurst Humane Society, 2021 was a
year of reconnection. After a year of life in a
pandemic, we were so grateful to finally be
able to reconnect with you, our amazing
supporters, inside our shelter and at in-person
events, like our Wüffstock Music Festival,

t h e

278 408
DOGS CATS

Wine & Whiskers Gala, adoption events, and
program launches as we embarked on
exciting new endeavors to help even more
pets and people in western Colorado.

adopted

be possible without you.
Together, we made a tremendous impact in
the lives of thousands of pets and people in
2021, and as you read this report, I hope you
are proud of what we accomplished together.
On behalf of each newborn kitten, lost dog,
fearful cat, tiny puppy, and devoted pet owner
that your support helped in 2021, thank you.

AVERAGE
LENGTH
OF STAY

Photos by
James Lout Photography

2021
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

CERTIFIED ANIMAL WELFARE ADMINISTRATOR

Anna Stout, CEO · Carl Hughes, President
Brad Junge, Vice President · Dean Harris, Secretary
Peter Bacich, Treasurer · Directors: Dr. Cathlin Craver,
Jeff Kuhr, PhD, Julia McHugh, PhD, Bill Wade,
Hon. Lance Timbreza, Elaine Johnson-Craig
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After being found
abandoned in an
apartment building,
Turtle found a new home
through Roice-Hurst!

(INCLUDING
FOSTER CARE)

TOP REASONS FOR REHOMING PETS

1 2 3 4 5

abandoned

ANNA STOUT, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

adopted

1 TURTLE adopted

I am grateful every day that you, our
compassionate donors, adopters, volunteers,
and supporters, share our unwavering
passion to create, promote, and preserve
bonds between pets and people in our
community. None of the incredible
transformations we witness every day would

n u m b e r s

housing

ADOPTED
FROM RHHS

12.67%

pet
behavior

owner
health

2.93%

8.80%

OUTCOMES

71.83%
96.23%

too
many
pets

TRANSFERRED TO
PARTNER SHELTERS
FOR ADOPTION

OTHER OUTCOMES
(TRAP-NEUTER-RETURN,
PROTECTIVE CUSTODY, ETC.)

LIVE OUTCOMES
LOST PETS
REUNITED
WITH OWNERS

3.77%

HUMANE EUTHANASIA
OR DIED IN CARE
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We asked our team to share stories of the
animals that impacted them the most in
2021 – the ones with the biggest
transformations, most heartwarming stories,
and most endearing qualities – that
exemplify the life-changing work they do
every day.
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Story from Justin McCoy,
Adoption and Behavior Counselor

b y

t h e

n u m b e r s

246 volunteers donated 33,131 hours,
which is eqivalent to 16 full-time staff!

107 fosters cared for:

"On my first day of job training, a gentleman
came to our Delta satellite facility with a
matted, dehydrated, senior dog that he had
found near the landfill, later to be named
Mochi. It looked like she had been wandering
the landfill for weeks. This poor girl
desperately needed our help. At first, because

210

pets spent
time in
foster-toadopt
homes

Mochi was so wobbly and uncoordinated with
an adorable head tilt, we thought she was
blind. But after a vet exam, we learned that
she could see just fine. Her odd mannerisms
were due to arthritis and her quirky
personality. With time, her condition
improved, and she became the most
wonderful companion. She eventually was
adopted into her forever home, where she
continues to thrive! Mochi was the most
unique dog I met in 2021."

BIG O

Story from Mila Revelle,
Operations Lead
"When I joined the team at
Roice-Hurst over three years
ago, I met Big O. He was part of
the colony of outdoor cats that
live outside the shelter, too
under-socialized to humans

to become house cats. When you take on the
responsibility of caring for outdoor cats, the first
step is to have them spayed or neutered to limit
the population and improve their quality of life.
Luckily, we offer free spay/neuter for cats in
the 81501 ZIP code as part of our Grand Valley
Cat Project, so I trapped Big O in a humane trap,
got him neutered through our program, and
returned him to his colony.
For years, Big O was too shy to place into our
adoption program and wouldn't let us touch him.
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But he got used to our company and
finally, around Christmas of 2021, Big O
finally asked to come inside! I stayed
late to help him acclimate to our cat
room – and he blossomed! He spent
some time in foster care and it
brought tears to my eyes when Big O
was finally adopted after he spent
three years watching countless pets
walk out our doors with families of
their own."
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SPARTACUS
Story from Savannah Holiman,
Delta Shelter Technician

"Spartacus, deemed the 'untouchable dog,'
was found as a stray in the Delta desert.
Normally, dogs at our Delta satellite facility
are transported to the Grand Junction location
after their 5-day stray hold is up, but
Spartacus stayed with me in Delta for a month
as I worked to gain his trust, build his
confidence, and convince the rest of the team
that Spartacus was an adoptable family dog.
Progress was very slow, and he was so shy.
Most days, he wouldn't even move or stand
up. It took so much work and lots of treats to
coax him out of his shell – until one day, he
had a breakthrough.
Another dog, Bee, entered the shelter after
being found in the same desert as Spartacus –
and Spartacus thought Bee was the most
beautiful dog he'd ever seen. Once he saw her
confidence and playful, trusting personality,
Spartacus became a totally different dog! He
was brave enough to come out of his kennel,

a n i m a l

r e s o u r c e

We know that when a pet walks
out of our doors with their new
family, that moment is only the
beginning. The years to come will
surely be full of endless laughter,
slobbery kisses, and soothing purrs
– as well as unforeseen challenges
that may threaten a family's ability
to remain united with their
beloved furry family member.

PET PANTRY

139
4,518
42%

from
2020

pet owners
assisted with
pet food and
supplies
pet meals
donated to
human service
organizations

c e n t e r

Roice-Hurst Humane Society is more than a
shelter. We offer a variety of safety net
programs designed to keep families together.
At the start of 2021, we correctly predicted that
we would see an increase in the demand for
these support services as the economic impact
of the pandemic set in, causing housing
challenges and financial hardships. Because of
donors like you, our programs kept families afloat
as they navigated personal crises.

CRISIS BOARDING

10
cats

20
573
dogs
nights paid

temporarily temporarily
for by
boarded
boarded Roice-Hurst

38%

from
2020

play with toys, run around the yard, and even
ask for attention from me.
After more than a month in our care,
Spartacus was adopted for the first time – but
that wasn't the end of his story. Fearful of his
new surroundings, Spartacus ran away from
his new home and remained on the run for
several weeks, evading capture.
But finally, two months after he first arrived at
Roice-Hurst, Spartacus was caught, returned
to our care, and finally found the safe, loving
home he didn't know he needed.
I am so grateful we gave him a second – and
third! – chance. He was quite the project, but
so worth it for his happy ending!"
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SPAY/NEUTER

VACCINE CLINICS

free spay/neuter
surgeries for cats in
the 81501 ZIP code

pets vaccinated at
low-cost clinics

low-cost
spay/neuter
clinics held

low-cost
vaccine
clinics held

47%

from
2020

65%

from
2020
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JAK
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Eleven years ago, a 10-year-old Roice-Hurst
dog named Jake lost his battle to heartworm.
Now, over a decade later, Jake's memory
lives on through a special fund at RoiceHurst called Jake's Fund. Since 2011,
hundreds of pets have received second
chances thanks to our Jake's Fund donors
who help shelter pets with extraordinary
medical needs get the care they need.

JAZZY,
TITUS & RUGER
Story from Jamie Bollig, Receptionist

"In the fall of 2021, we welcomed Jazzy and
her ten beautiful newborn puppies. Jazzy and
her babies moved into an amazing foster
home, where the pups grew up and eventually
were all adopted. But raising ten puppies took
a toll on Jazzy's already small frame, and her
health began rapidly declining. After spending
much time at the vet, Jazzy was in need of a
blood transfusion.
At the same time, two extra-large senior dogs,
Titus and Ruger, had lost their home after
their owner passed away. As a bonded pair,

e x p a n d i n g

o u r

i m p a c t

DELTA SATELLITE FACILITY
In February, we officially opened our Delta
Satellite Facility! We provide sheltering
services for stray and impounded dogs
for the City of Delta and Delta County.

HOMEWARD HOUNDS

In December, we unveiled our collaboration with
HomewardBound of the Grand Valley! Funded
primarily by PetSmart Charities, Homeward
Hounds is a first-of-its-kind project designed to
provide temporary dignified shelter to people
experiencing homelessness with their pets.

IN-PERSON EVENTS

We were elated to reconnect with you at our in-person events in 2021
after having to cancel so many of them in 2020. You supported us at
the Wüffstock Music Festival at the Amphitheater at Las Colonias
Park, Wine & Whiskers Gala at Two Rivers Winery, and several
in-person adoption events!

they were looking for a rare adopter who
would adopt them together.
Ruger, at 130 pounds, was the perfect blood
donor for Jazzy. He bravely underwent the
procedure, saving Jazzy's life. The best part?
Mere hours later, karma paid a visit as Titus
and Ruger were miraculously adopted
together into the perfect home!
I hold a special place in my heart for Titus and
Ruger in particular, and for the generous
Jake's Fund donors who make it possible to
help dogs like Jazzy with extraordinary
medical expenses."
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SHELTER PAWSITIVE

Inspired by our participation in the national Cat Pawsitive Pro
program, we designed and implemented a comprehensive
enrichment program called Shelter Pawsitive, ensuring all dogs
and cats at Roice-Hurst receive daily opportunities for mental,
physical, and emotional stimulation through a variety of creative
games and enrichment and training activities.

GOLD: BEST FUNDRAISING EVENT
GOLD: BEST PET SERVICE
SILVER: BEST NONPROFIT
BRONZE: BEST VOLUNTEER GROUP

INTEGRATION AWARD
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HARLEY

Story from Arlena Philipy, Veterinary Assistant
"Harley came to us as a semi-feral kitten in
December 2020 after we Trap-Neuter-Returned
her outdoor colony. It was clear that she wanted
nothing to do with humans. But her arrival came
at the perfect time, since Roice-Hurst was a
participant in the national Cat Pawsitive Pro
program, which teaches cats like Harley more
adoptable behaviors through clicker training.
Harley was a tough cat to crack, but after 7
months of daily training and trust-building,
Harley went from giving timid hisses to high
fives on command – and she was adopted!

42.5%

INDIVIDUAL &
BUSINESS GIFTS

4.3%

15.3%
PROGRAMS
& SERVICES

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

CHIPETA

10.6 %

26.5%

EXPENSES
$1,057,401
1%

"While walking down Chipeta

12.3%

Avenue in August, my team and
I stumbled upon Chipeta, an
elderly cat lying lifeless on the

her to the vet, where she was
stabilized, and we learned that
she was in end-stage kidney
disease. Chipeta's prognosis
was not long, but she still had
a life left.
For three weeks, Chipeta lived
an incredible tenth life at my
home as a hospice foster,

21.0%
GENERAL &
ADMINISTRATIVE

OTHER

FUNDRAISING
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1,332

$1,508,002

1,500,000
$1,183,730

$1,264,822

MORE THAN

2,450

1,000,000
$774,537

I am so grateful that our serendipitous
meeting that day on the sidewalk allowed
Chipeta to have the dignified end of life that
she deserved."

OTHER

ANIMAL CARE

ENDOWMENT VALUE

cat's greatest comforts and pleasures – like a
heated bed, loving scratches, tasty food, and
time lounging in my arms in the sunshine.

PAYCHECK PROTECTION
PROGRAM

PROGRAMS

31.8%

2,000,000

where she spent her final days indulging in a

FUNDRA ISING EVENTS

33.9%

Story from Anna Stout, CEO

sidewalk, severely matted and
swarming with flies. We rushed

0.8%

FOUNDATIONS
& GRANTS

The program literally changed the course of her
life, transforming from a feral street kitten to a
happy house cat. Harley taught me patience,
consistency, and perseverance. She learned
what it is to love and be loved."

REVENUE
$1,222,328

500,000

$223,020

$55,029

0

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

UNIQUE
DONORS
MADE
GIFTS
GIFTS
RECIEVED
IN 2021
IN LEGACY
GIFTS
RECIEVED
IN 2021
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TE
LUN

ER

to our compassionate donors for
what your kindness made possible in 2021

♥ = volunteer ★ = foster

These donors gave $250+ in 2021.

If you believe we missed you in this list, please accept our apologies and notify us.

Advanced Skin Care and Laser Center, PLLC
Advanced Window Cleaning
Johnny Akers
Judith Ann Allen
Roy Smith and Juanita Allen-Smith
Alpine Bank - Grand Junction
Cherry and Murl Anderson
Roger Anderson
APA Plumbing
Autopaychecks
Bay Equity
Bechtel & Santo
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Susan and Harry Benjamin
Carolyn Bentley
Randall Billet
Ken Blair and Carol Boone
Roger and Janet Blind
Richard and Joan Blosser
Colton Bodemann
Rachel Bohl
BooBoo Foundation
Pam and Clark Bouton
Sue and Steve Bovbjerg
Jim Bowers
Bray Real Estate
Louis Bronzina
Martha Brown
Bud's Signs and Neon Inc.
Charles Bulla
Shari Burkhalter
James and Debbie Burnett
Cindy Butcher
Mike and Julie Butherus
Eva Cappiello
Ann Carlsen
Judith Carlson
Shawn Carstensen Hays
Centennial RV
CH Reece Real Estate
Chamberlin Architects
Charities Aid Foundation of America
Chow Down Pet Supplies

Gary and Susan Clapp
Richard Clark
Dick Cleveland and Kathy Langenwalter
Mike Click
Ruth and Donald Coatney
Comet Cleaners
Sue Conry
Anthony and Lee Cooper
Cathlin Craver ♥
Bobby Crigger
Taylor Cronk
Cruiser's Bar
Curbside Recycling Indefinitely Inc
Ann Cyphers
Matt Cyphers
Jeffrey and Sharon Cyriacks
Dalby Wendland & Co.PC
Dan Price
Sharon Daniels
Damon Davis
Cheryl De Gaia
Jean DeBerry
Steve Deming
Milton Derrick and Jean McIntyre
Miriam Dey
David Dickerson
Susan Dickson
Dog Dynasty & The Downtown Cat
Jeannie Dominick
Robin Dove
Rebecca Dowd
Judy Dyrud
Ed Bozarth Chevrolet and Buick Inc
Enstrom Candies
Bennie and Janis Fairchild
Mark and Andrea Faudree
Lori Fay
FCI Constructors Inc.
Fidelity Mortgage
Jerome and Bonnie Firpo
First United Methodist Church
Debra Fleming
Daniel & Christine Flenniken ♥
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Kristen Forke
Mabel and Gustav Franz III
Carl Freeman, Jr.
Anna Maria and Bob Fuoco
James and Karen Gavic
Melissa Geatz
Richard Gibbons
Robbin Gibbons
GJCFPS LLC
Kurt and Jerri Glenn
City of Grand Junction
Grand Junction Lions Club
Janina Grooms
Pam and Jonn Groves
Richard and Marilyn Hall
Pauline Haller Trust
Aaron Hansen
Dianne Harris
Duane Harris
Joseph Hayes
Steven and Terri Hickman
High Country Beverage Western Slope
Kenneth and Georgia Hillis
Alex Hines
Quincy Hines
Cristine B Hoche
Hodges Family Trust
Dorothy Hoke
Home Loan Insurance
Fred and Rose Hopping
Lori Hornbeck
Jane Hoskin
Hoskin Farina & Kampf Professional Corp.
Doug Hovde
Scott Howard
Howard Family Inc.
Dawn Huff
Jim and Karen Hughes ♥
Humphrey RV & Trailers LLC
Shelley Hyde
James Ilies
J.E. Stover and Associates, Inc.
Sandra James
JG Management Systems Inc.
Barbara Johnson
Brann Johnson
Douglas and Ruth Johnson
Elaine Johnson-Craig
Johnstone Supply
Dale Jones
Alice Jossi
Estate of Mary Helen Kalmes
Marjorie Keely
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Gloria Kelly
Tanya and Randall Kennedy
Jon Kephart and Patricia Morton
Robert Kline
Garrett Koehler
Steve Kollar
Jim and Kim Kopplin
KREX
Kroger
Tony Lantzer
Kim Last
Sharon and Robert LeBorgne
Legacy Wealth Management
Catherine Lehman ♥
B.A. Linman
Ann Lockhart
Janette Logan
John and Kathryn Ludlam
Dennis Lynch
Malinda and Joseph Lyons
Glenn Mallory
Kathy and Jon Maraschin
Marnie Margos
Louise Masterson
Sharilyn and James Mattingley
Scott Mayer
Thomas McCloskey
C.B. and K.B. McDaniel
Claudia and Mike McFate
William and Donna McKay
George B. McKinley Fund
Helen and Roger McWilliams
Medtronic
Paul and Patty Mendelssohn
Merry Maids
Moebius Household
Amy and Andrew Mohler
Suzanne and Michael Montler
Monument View Vet Hospital
Angela Moss
Robert and Juanita Moston
Narendran Muraleedharan
Murdoch's Ranch and Home Supply
Kathryn Murdock
David and Crystal Murphy
Cynthia Murray
Michele Murray
Janet E Muyskens Fund
National Kennel Sales
Kathleen Nelson
Pauline Nelson Trust
Alice and Andy Newberry
Nate and Janness Niebauer

Kent Nordenberg
Katherine Novotny
Martin O'Keefe
Jack Paris
Patton's Printing
Danica Peet
Ruth and Tom Perry
Dean Pfannenstiel
Pigtail Woodworks
Beverly Ann Porter
Tyler Porter
Barbara Price
John and Bonnie Rankin
Zoeann Rasmussen
Red Rock Auto Group
Richard Redding
Don and Alison Regan ♥
Linda and Ersel Reid
Patti Rich
Sarah Robinson
Van Rogers ♥
Dennis Rothwell
Roy Yates Horse Training Inc.
Sheri Schmidt
Ken and Kristine Schreiner
Sharon Seabrooke-Zartman
Sharper Engineering Services
John Shaver
Shelter Insurance - Kerry Phillips
Bradley Smith
Karen and Gordon Smith
Robert M Smith
Janet and Allen Smith
Robert Spangler
Louise Stanton
Gordon Stedman
Marianna Steel
E Boyd Steele
Beverley Stevenson
Mike and Margie Stolle

★

Joan Stork
Anna Stout
Linda Stout
Debbie and James Stover
Marjorie and William Straight
Summit Procurement Services, LLC.
TH&B, Inc
Third Sector Innovations
Andrea Thornton
Timberline Bank
Ronald and Marie Tipping
Tito's Vodka
John and Lynne Tordoff
Townsquare Media
The Trutta Fund at WCCF
U.S. Charitable Gift Trust
United Way Of Mesa County
Harold and Kathleen Wacker
Bill Wade
Wag Resort
Dennis and Katherine Wagner
Lorraine & Jack Walker Fund
Walmart
Eric Watkins
Steve and Lenna Watson
Mark H Webb
Susan and Donn Webb-Snoke
Debra and Hal Wederath
Marion Wells
Barbara Jo Wheeler
George E. Wheeler
Whitewater Building Materials Corp.
Chris Wibbelsman
Harry Willson
Kay Wilmesher
Calvin Wilson
Laura Wilson
Deborah and Larry Winn
Susan Yeager
John Zacharias

★

Special thanks to
our partners:

970.434.7337
RHhumanesociety.org
362 28 Road, Grand Junction, CO, 81501
P.O. Box 4040, Grand Junction, CO, 81502
Roice-Hurst Humane Society is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. EIN: 84-6048416
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